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Discontinued Shinanodaira Ski Resort and Its Influences  
on the Local Community of Tozama District,  
Iiyama City, Nagano Prefecture
YAGASAKI Taiyo
The economy of a tourist destination depends on the number of visitors and the popular image as 
tourist activities play important roles in sustaining the local economy. In the tourist resort developed 
by local residents, they provide tourists with such services as accommodation, food, and recreation. 
In the case of seasonal tourism such as skiing, sea bathing and mountaineering, services are provided 
only at a busy time. An owner of a guest house in a ski resort grows rice and vegetables during the 
summer. The seasonality of works around the year has characterized the economy and culture of 
Japanese ski resorts built by local residents. However, many ski areas closed after the end of the ski 
boom period that lasted from 1960 to 1993, and the local economy declined. Thus, the development 
and discontinuance of a tourist resort affect regional economy and community. Analyzing the opening 
and closing of a tourist resort where several seasonal works were combined to sustain the household 
economy around the year can clarify the regional changes and problems that local communities are 
confronted with.
This study focuses on the Shinanodaira ski resort in Tozama District of Iiyama City, Nagano 
Prefecture. It was built by the local residents in 1960 and was closed in 2001. The ski tourism 
contributed to increasing residents’ income during the winter, whereas, prior to the opening of the 
ski area, the population temporarily declined during winter season when many residents went out 
of the community to work for cash income. Farmers opened guest-houses to accommodate skiers. 
Around the same time, guest-houses began to accept study tour groups and sports training camps 
and to accommodate elementary and secondary school children in official environmental education 
programs during the summer. However, the number of skiers began to decline since 1990, and the ski 
resort eventually fell into the red. Consequently, the local residents decided to close the Shinanodaira 
ski resort in 2001. 
The local residents chose the Kamakura Festival as an alternative winter tourism resource after the 
closing of the ski area. The Kamakura, a non-residential small snow shelter, in Tozama is harder as 
compared with those in other areas, so that tourists can enjoy cooking Nabe, a hot pot meal, inside the 
snow shelter. The economic effects of the Kamakura Festival are smaller than the ski resort that once 
dominated local economy during the winter. In the present day, the Kamakura Festival is a regional 
festival attracting a small number of tourists. Twenty-five guest houses at the time of the closure in 
2001 continued to operate during the summer. However, many of these guest house managers had to 
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close the business eventually due to aging and the lack of successors. Now only three guest houses 
stay in business. The ski resort operated for forty-one years in the past exerted a great influence in 
the local community by promoting new attempts by local residents to maintain local community. The 
Kamakura Festival, a new winter event in the local community, is the legacy from the prospered ski 
resort period.
Keywords :  Discontinued Ski Resort, Shinanodaira Ski Resort, Changing Local Community, Tourism 
Resource

